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Representing a target quantum state by a compact, efficient variational wave-function is an impor-
tant approach to the quantum many-body problem. In this approach, the main challenges include
the design of a suitable variational ansatz and optimization of its parameters. In this work, we
address both of these challenges. First, we define the variational class of Computational Graph
States (CGS) which gives a uniform framework for describing all computable variational ansatz.
Secondly, we develop a novel optimization scheme, supervised wave-function optimization (SWO),
which systematically improves the optimized wave-function by drawing on ideas from supervised
learning. While SWO can be used independently of CGS, utilizing them together provides a flexible
framework for the rapid design, prototyping and optimization of variational wave-functions. We
demonstrate CGS and SWO by optimizing for the ground state wave-function of 1D and 2D Heisen-
berg models on nine different variational architectures including architectures not previously used to
represent quantum many-body wave-functions and find they are energetically competitive to other
approaches. One interesting application of this architectural exploration is that we show that fully
convolution neural network wave-functions can be optimized for one system size and, using identical
parameters, produce accurate energies for a range of system sizes. We expect these methods to
increase the rate of discovery of novel variational ansatz and bring further insights to the quantum
many body problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the variational approach to the quantum many-
body problem, one tries to find a compact efficient vari-
ational wave-function which is a good representation of
the ground state. To accomplish this, one typically first
selects a class of parameterized wave-functions and then
optimizes over these parameters to find the best wave-
function within this class.
Early classes of wave-functions included Jastrow wave-
functions used to represent Helium-41 and Slater-
determinants for Fermion systems2. Since this time
there have been a multitude of other classes devel-
oped; examples include matrix-product states3–5; pro-
jected BDG wave-functions6; Huse-Elser states7–10; and
restricted Boltzmann machine wave-functions11–17. In
addition to atomic ansatz, there has been significant
work in combining variational wave-functions in vari-
ous ways: the Slater-Jastrow form18, the product of a
Slater and Jastrow wavefunction, is the most common
ansatz used in ab-initio quantum Monte Carlo simula-
tions; Slater-MPS19 and Slater-RBM20 have improved on
these approaches; the multi-determinant ansatz21, con-
sisting of sums of determinants, has been heavily used
in chemistry and has seen a recent resurgence in the
context of selected CI22 and as a constraint for auxil-
liary field QMC23. Multi-Slater Jastrow (i.e. products
of multi-determinants times Jastrow)24,25 improves upon
these ansatz. Neural network backflow26 and iterative
backflow27 techniques are essentially repeated function
composition of the backflow techniques orginally pio-
neered by Feynman28. We see that there is a large com-
binatorial explosion of different classes of wave-function
possibilities.
FIG. 1. (left) Computational graph representation of half
of the restricted Boltzmann machine. Linear transformation
highlighted in yellow. (top right) Computational graph repre-
sentation of full RBM wave-function. Linear transformation
(yellow) is now represented as an atomic operation. (bottom
right) Representation of a computational graph shows com-
position of RBM to generate a multi-RBM. For all representa-
tions the wave-function amplitude is obtained by propagation
of the corresponding input values through the graph, until the
output node is reached.
Ideally one would automatically choose both the class
of wave-function and then the best parameters within
this class. While this is not currently possible, an impor-
tant first step in this direction is (1) a framework which
places the plethora of variational ansatz on similar foot-
ing allowing quick prototyping, testing, and experimental
design of variational wavefunctions and (2) effective al-
gorithms to optimize them. These two aspects will be
the focus of this work.
To accomplish this first task, we define a class of com-
putational graph states (CGS) which encompasses the set
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2of all computable wave-functions. Wave-functions in this
framework can be visualized as directed graphs connect-
ing input nodes that represent configurations in the com-
putational basis to a single output node that corresponds
to the wave-function amplitude (see fig. I for an exam-
ple of this for RBM wave-functions). The structure of
the graph includes variational parameters of the ansatz
and transformations that produce the final amplitude.
We can then think of various variational ansatz as sim-
ply different architectural choices for these computational
graphs.
As this framework has been heavily used by the ma-
chine learning community, it most naturally encodes var-
ious machine-learning ansatz but also can be straightfor-
wardly used for other models including matrix-product
states and Slater-determinants. We highlight this free-
dom of CGS explicitly by constructing architectures for
various different variational ansatz (see fig. I, fig. IV and
the supplement sec. S1).
Once we have chosen an architecture, it is then im-
portant to optimize the parameters of that architec-
ture. There exists a number of methods for param-
eter optimization in the context of variational Monte
Carlo. Here we introduce an additional technique, su-
pervised wave-function optimization (SWO) which com-
bines ideas from machine learning and traditional wave-
function optimization. Unlike many traditional optimiza-
tion schemes which walk downhill in energy, SWO min-
imizes the difference between the current parameteriza-
tion and an explicit improved wave-function. While SWO
can be instantiated in various ways, one approach imple-
ments imaginary time evolution (IT-SWO) in a way that
scales independently of the number of variational param-
eters.
II. COMPUTATIONAL GRAPH STATES
Computational graphs lie at the heart of the dataflow
programming model29–31. In this paradigm arbitrary
computation is represented as a directed graph composed
of a set of nodes. Each node has zero or more incom-
ing and outgoing edges that represent the dataflow and
explicitly define the evaluation order. Nodes represent
operations, which upon execution generate output based
on the inputs and pass it along the outgoing edges. Ex-
amples of operations include insertion of runtime inputs
(typically provided by the user), retrieval of stateful vari-
ables (injection of trainable weights) and mathematical
transformation (Add(x,y)). The result of the computa-
tion is obtained by propagating data through the graph
until the value of the requested node is obtained. The
class of Computational Graph States (CGS) uses this
paradigm transforming an input configuration to an out-
put amplitude. The efficiency and representation power
of a particular architecture is determined by the connec-
tions and nodes of the graph which can be arranged to
represent arbitrary computation.
As an example, let us start by showing how we can
represent a RBM wave-functions (RBM-WF) as a CGS.
RBM-WF are typically represented as Ising models with
bipartite interactions between visible spins (representing
the configuration of your quantum system) and hidden
spins. The amplitude in a RBM-WF for a given con-
figuration is the probability of the Ising configuration at
fixed visible spins integrated over all the configurations
possible for the hidden spins. This is not a feed-forward
architecture and so doesn’t directly translate into a com-
putational graph. Instead, we should ask what compu-
tational steps are taken to efficiently compute the ampli-
tude. In this case, because of the bipartite nature, the
amplitude of a given configuration is equal to
∏
i
cosh
 ∑
j=1..N
Wijσj + bi
 exp
∑
j
ajσj
 (1)
This algebraic formula can be readily converted into a
sequence of operations. Expression in the square brackets
breaks the process into 4 steps: evaluation of the inner
product, addition, cosh, product reduction. These steps
are shown in a computational graph form in fig I(left). In
fig. I(top right) we show a full expression where we have
combined all weighted terms into 2 linear transformations
over the input vector. Note that in the computational
graph framework it is easy to efficiently add specialized
operations, such as cosh, the determinant of a matrix,
convolutions, etc.
We can expand the RBM-WF ansatz in various ways.
For example, one can add nonlinear transformation on
inputs (see the FC-RBM in fig. IV). In addition, when
represented as a computational graph, it is easy to create
a sum/product structure over wave-functions by combin-
ing different computational blocks through an addition or
multiplication node. For example, we can build a multi-
RBM by summing two RBM structures (see fig. I(bottom
right)).
It is also often straightforward to explicitly put in con-
straints (i.e. translational invariance) in such graphs de-
creasing the number of parameters which have to be op-
timized and encoding physical knowledge. For example,
in the context of an RBM, this could be accomplished by
replacing the linear transformation blocks with convolu-
tion blocks.
Computational graph architectures come with a hand-
ful of favorable properties for quick prototyping and ef-
ficient implementations. As a central tool in machine
learning research, multiple frameworks29,30,32,33 imple-
ment automatic differentiation for computational graphs,
which generates operations that evaluate derivatives with
respect to requested nodes; automatic differentiation has
previously been used in VMC in the context of comput-
ing forces34. Automatic differentiation eliminates the ne-
cessity to hand-code gradients with respect to all vari-
ational parameters, which is often an error-prone and
time-consuming procedure that greatly limits the scope
3of architectures typically considered in VMC. Computa-
tional graph structure provides a flexible way to inject
domain knowledge and experiment with novel computa-
tional units and architectures, which has been a major
source of advances in the field of machine learning and
artificial intelligence35–42. It has been found to be espe-
cially important for simulation related applications43–47.
In addition to theoretical benefits, the dataflow pro-
gramming paradigm is well suited for distributed execu-
tion and optimization. Modern tools provide heuristics
for evaluation scheduling and support of specialized hard-
ware accelerators (GPUs, TPUs). Having computational
graphs as a central part of this work, we have imple-
mented the entire process, including sampling, evaluation
and training in TensorFlow (see sec. S5 for details).
In addition to efficiently representing wave-function ar-
chitectures, it is important to be able to efficiently opti-
mize variational parameters. Similar to machine learn-
ing applications, some CGS instances reside in the regime
where the number of parameters is much larger than that
admissible by second order methods. In the next section,
we present a novel wave-function optimization algorithm
inspired by supervised learning.
III. SUPERVISED WAVEFUNCTION
OPTIMIZATION (SWO)
Here we present a new optimization method, Super-
vised Wave-Function Optimization (SWO). Like other
optimization schemes, SWO tries to find the best param-
eters W in a space of wave-functions |ΨW 〉. In this work,
we are thinking of the best parameters as those which
are closest to the ground state wave-function of a given
Hamiltonian Hˆ =
∑
k hˆk but SWO naturally generalizes
to a variety of other cases such as time-evolution and
eigenstates; related ideas using wave-function matching
for simulating quantum circuits have been used in a re-
cent independent work48. SWO works over a number of
epochs where at each epoch, SWO updates W to mini-
mize the difference between |ψW 〉 and a (epoch-specific)
target wave-function |ψT 〉. This minimization is cast as a
supervised machine learning task which ‘learns’ the tar-
get wave-function from a set of configurations {c} chosen
with probability p(c) which are ‘labelled’ with their tar-
get wave-function amplitudes 〈 c |ΨT 〉.
This minimization forms the inner loop of SWO, which
we perform in multiple steps. At every step the param-
eters are tuned by gradient descent on the loss func-
tion L = L2(rr) where rr ≡ (ψW − ψT ). To lead-
ing order in rr, this is equivalent to optimizing the fi-
delity ferr = 1 − 〈ψT |ψW 〉/
√|ψT |2|ψW |2 (see sec. S3
for more details and an alternative objective function).
For each step i (starting from 0), we generate a set of
configurations with probability p(c) ∝ |ΨWi(c)|2 (where
ΨW0 ≡ ΨW ). Then, we evaluate 〈 c |ΨT 〉 and 〈 c |ΨWi 〉.
A stochastic estimation of L is then given by
FIG. 2. The process of SWO optimization demonstrated on
a 24 site 1d Heisenberg model using a FCNN (2 hidden lay-
ers, 80 neurons). Main panel: For each epoch i the energy
is shown for the wave-function exactly time-evolved from the
SWO state at the previous epoch (red stars) and the SWO
approximation of time-evolution from the same wave-function
(blue dots). Each SWO epoch consists of multiple steps whose
respective energy is shown in black. Note this energy need
not be monotonic. Embedded plots: Fidelity error (red dots)
between the target wave-function generated from exact imag-
inary time evolution and the state created by SWO.
L ≈
∑
c
(〈 c |ΨT 〉 − 〈 c |ΨWi 〉)2
p(c)
. (2)
Using this stochastic estimate (and derivatives
thereof), we then take a step in parameter space to de-
crease L returning the improved wave-function ΨW (i+1).
In practice we use an adaptive SGD technique, such as
Adam, where momenta are kept between epochs. We
keep taking steps until L is sufficiently small thereby
completing one epoch of the algorithm. A new improved
target wave-function is then chosen for the next epoch
(see fig. 2).
There are various approaches to get a better target
wave-function |ψT 〉. The only requirement is the abil-
ity to evaluate the (unnormalized) amplitude 〈c|ψT 〉.
In some sense, an ideal situation is to have a target
ground state to match; while this is obviously impracti-
cal, one can emulate something close to this by matching
against an easier-to-train architecture which is close to
the ground state (matching-SWO). We show example of
doing such in sec. IV B. A more systematic way of gener-
ating improved wave-functions is through the application
of a propagator which brings you closer to the ground
state. Examples include exp[−τHˆ] (potentially trotter-
ized), (1 − τHˆ), Lanczos steps49, etc. In this work, we
primarily work with |ψW 〉 − βHˆ|ψW 〉 ≡ |ψT 〉, which is
approximately e−βHˆ |ψW 〉 at small β so as to more di-
rectly contrast the algorithmic steps in SWO with the
algorithmic steps of other methods for imaginary time
evolution49,50. We label this specific instantiation of
SWO the imaginary time implementation (IT-SWO).
4FIG. 3. Building blocks of SWO optimization algorithm. (Left panel) Computational graph representation of (JzSˆ
z
i Sˆ
z
j +
JxSˆ
x,y
i Sˆ
x,y
j )|ψW 〉. Square bracket operation represents slicing and swap operation along the spin index dimension. Blue Ψ block
represents computational graph of the wave-function. (Central panel) Computational graph representation of (1 − βHˆ)|ψW 〉.
Red blocks hiΨ represent wave-function after application of individual terms, similar to Left panel. (Right panel) Computational
graph showing the high level operation of the SWO algorithm. The top part shows the process of calculation of L∈ norm, which
is used for estimation of the gradients with respect to variational parameters. The bottom part generates samples on which
gradients are evaluated. Dashed lines show operations executed once per epoch and dotted line indicates the weight sharing.
Blocks of similar structure are color-coded.
Due to the non-unitary nature of imaginary time evolu-
tion, the norm of |ψT 〉 is not preserved. To avoid learning
an irrelevant new normalization, we introduce a normal-
ization factor N that is updated during training. The
value of normalization is determined by
〈ψT |ψT 〉 =N2〈ψW |(1− 2βHˆ + β2Hˆ2|ψW 〉 = 〈ψW |ψW 〉
N = (1− 2β〈E〉+ β2〈E2〉)−0.5
We compute N for a given epoch by an exponential mov-
ing average (EMA) of the steps from previous epochs.
Algorithm 1 Supervised Wave-function Optimization
(Imaginary Time Implementation)
Input: β, num epochs, num sgd steps
1: Initialize c
2: Initialize ψWα
3: Initialize ψT = ψWΩ − βHˆψWΩ
4: Initialize N = N∗ = (1− 2β〈E〉+ β2〈E2〉)−0.5
5: for i← 1 to num epochs do
6: WΩ ← Wα
7: N ← N∗
8: for j ← 1 to num sgd steps do
9: Minimize[L2(NψT (c)− ψWα(c))]
10: N∗ = EMA((1− 2β〈E〉+ β2〈E2〉)−0.5)
11: c ← MCMC(c, ψWα)
12: end for
13: end for
It is worth noting that the variance of the derivatives
of the objective function go to zero as ΨWα approaches
ΨT (even if ΨT is not the true ground state). This is
commonly known in the literature as a zero-variance es-
timator for the derivatives.
There are two parameters to tune in IT-SWO: the
value of β and the number of steps per epoch. In prin-
ciple, the most conservative approach is to use a large
number of steps per epoch ensuring a high fidelity ap-
proximation to the imaginary time path; we find this
does minimize the number of total epochs required as ex-
pected (see fig. S2(left)). Unfortunately, this makes each
epoch slower and since most of the fidelity improvement
happens in the first few steps (see fig. 2) often a more
aggressive approach is useful in practice to minimize the
wall-clock time (see fig. S2(right)). This is further dis-
cussed when comparing IT-SWO with other algorithmic
approaches.
A. SWO implemented as a computational graph
The question now becomes how one explicitly gener-
ates training samples, target wave-function amplitudes
and gradients with respect to variational parameters
needed for optimization. For our implementation, we
implement all of the components of SWO as computa-
tional graph as seen in fig. 3(c), which later is repeat-
edly evaluated in the order described in algorithm 1. In
this framework evaluation of gradients is automated by
virtue of symbolic differentiation, enabling us to work
with much more complicated ansatzs and employ various
training heuristics such as Nesterov’s accelerated gradi-
ent descent51, momentum52 , Adam53, etc.
To construct the computational graph representing the
target state |ψT 〉 = |ψW 〉 − β
∑
k hˆk|ψW 〉 we use the
composite property of computational graphs. It suffice
to stitch together modules representing individual terms{
|ψW 〉, hˆk|ψW 〉, ..
}
with appropriate coefficients. Imple-
5mentation of a single term hˆk|ψW 〉 is broken into prim-
itive components by insertion of an identity operator∑
σ′ |σ
′〉〈σ′ | into 〈σ |hˆi|ψW 〉 =
∑
σ′ 〈σ |hˆi|σ
′〉〈σ′ |ψW 〉.
For local Hamiltonian individual terms 〈σ |hˆk|σ′〉 involve
only a few non-zero matrix elements and can be efficiently
represented as computational graphs. In fig. 3(a) we give
an explicit example for a generalized Heisenberg bond op-
erator hˆk = JzSˆ
z
i Sˆ
z
j +J⊥(Sˆ
x
i Sˆ
x
j + Sˆ
y
i Sˆ
y
j ). All terms com-
bined into a final wave-function are shown in fig. 3(b).
We then generate computational graphs for the entire
SWO procedure. Sampling is done by building a com-
putational graph for Markov chain Monte Carlo and the
objective function is a trivial computational graph which
takes the averaged squared difference between target and
current wave-functions (see fig. 3(c)).
B. Computational complexity
Here we consider the computational complexity of us-
ing SWO as an optimization technique. Per configura-
tion, let us define the cost of evaluating a wave-function
as O(C), the cost of evaluating the target wave-function
as O(C ′) and the cost of evaluating the local energy
as O(E). Beyond a typical non-optimizing variational
Monte Carlo simulation, the additional cost of SWO is
determining the gradient of the L2 norm for each con-
figuration (selected once per sweep) with respect to all
the parameters. Per configuration, this costs O(C ′ + C)
where the O(C ′) cost comes from evaluating the target
wave-function and, by the virtue of automatic differentia-
tion, O(C) is the cost of computing the derivatives of the
L2 norm with respect to all the parameters. In the par-
ticular instance of imaginary time evolution, evaluation
of 〈C |ψT 〉 costs the same O(E) as calculating the local
energy giving a total cost per configuration (and therefore
sweep) of O(C + E). In addition to the cost of comput-
ing the derivatives of the L2 norm, there is the standard
variational Monte Carlo cost of sampling and comput-
ing the local energy which goes naively as O(CN + E)
per sweep. For some wave-functions, such as projected
BDG, update formulas bring this VMC sampling cost
down to O(C +E). Per sweep, it is surprising then that
SWO scales just as the cost of computing the energy of
a fixed wave-function with essentially no dependence of
the number of parameters. Above we have determined
the per sample cost. The number of sweeps required for
SWO will be system-dependent and may depend on the
number of parameters in the wave-function. To get an
estimate, for the simulations reported in this work we
are primarily using 200 sweeps per mini-batch and 400
mini-batches per epoch. The simulations reported here
took roughly a minute per epoch.
FIG. 4. Illustration showing how tuning the parameters of
IT-SWO allows it to interpolate between adaptive SGD on
the energy and an algorithm which follows the SR or power
method path. At large β and a single step per epoch there is
a β2 deviation from adaptive SGD coming from the standard
approach to the normalization.
C. Comparison to other methods
When run at small β, by tuning the number of steps
per epoch, IT-SWO interpolates between two promis-
ing optimization techniques: adaptive stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) and the stochastic reconfiguration path
(sans the typical SR complications) (see fig. 4). In ad-
dition to these interpolated limits of IT-SWO we also
contrast it against imaginary time evolution with matrix-
product states and the linear method.
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) takes steps in pa-
rameter space in the stochastic gradient of the expecta-
tion of the energy. It is efficient per step as the gra-
dients can be computed quickly but converges slowly
making it a poor choice for optimization of variational
wave-functions although recent work54,55 has shown that
using acceleration methods improves on this situation.
Stochastic reconfiguration (SR)49 changes the parame-
ters to most closely match (1− τH)|Ψ〉 following an ap-
proximate imaginary-time evolution that is believed to
be a favorable optimization trajectory. To accomplish
this, for a particular vector ~v, it needs to compute (im-
plicitly or explicitly) S−1~v where S is the overlap ma-
trix of parameters, Sij = 〈∂Ψ/∂i|∂Ψ/∂j〉. Working with
S causes a number of problems including naively ineffi-
cient scaling; S can be singular (especially when there
are many parameters); a non-linear bias introduced by
taking an inverse; and an undersampling problem when
|Ψ(c)〉 and |∂Ψ/∂α(c)〉 have large weight on significantly
different configurations. While significant work has gone
into attenuating many of these difficulties (i.e. S can be
regularized by adding a small value to the diagonal; the
naive scaling can be improved by using iterative tech-
niques and storing all the outer products), many of these
problems do not arise in IT-SWO.
6At small β, IT-SWO and SR both reach the best rep-
resentation of (1−βH)|ΨW 〉 for the variational manifold
but in different ways. SR solves directly for this state
while IT-SWO finds it through multiple discrete SGD
steps; IT-SWO therefore avoids (implict or explicit) eval-
uation of the overlap matrix solving most of the technical
difficulties with SR. Under-sampling is resolved in SWO
because samples for matching are selected from the im-
mediately proceeding iteratively updated wave-function.
This self-consistently ensures that the samples being con-
sidered are taken from (our best possible parameterized
approximation) of the target wave-function. One could
even further reduce this effect by sampling directly from
the target wave-function but, at least in the IT version
of SWO, this is significantly more expensive.
At larger β, IT-SWO and SR fundamentally diverge.
SR, with a large β, simply continues in the same direc-
tion as the infinitesimal imaginary time evolution. IT-
SWO instead finds the best finite-β representation of
(1− βH)|ΨW 〉. This means IT-SWO can be used at a β
which, instead of applying imaginary time evolution, is
better described as applying the power method for find-
ing extremal eigenvectors, where the component of the
ground state is increased iteratively through the applica-
tion of (H−λ) where λ is chosen to make |Emin| > |Emax|.
In fig. S4 we show the improved convergence per epoch
of IT-SWO as we increase β. Since the steps per epoch
required increases with β, it is an open question how
to choose the optimal β. The power method perspective
suggests additional extensions based on accelerated itera-
tive methods56 although we do not yet see improvements
applying this.
In the limit where IT-SWO takes only a single step
per epoch, we reproduce adaptive (i.e. ADAM) SGD
on the energy. While more steps per epoch seems to
consistently decrease the number of epochs needed, the
wall-clock time for convergence is more complicated and
we see cases where using adaptive SGD (i.e IT-SWO at
1 step per epoch) has the smallest wall-clock time. Con-
vergence improvements for variational wave-function op-
timization using adaptive SGD is consistent with what
is seen in other recent studies54,55. It is an interesting
open question determining, for each wave-function and
Hamiltonian, what are the most efficient parameters for
IT-SWO.
Another popular technique in VMC optimization, the
linear method57–59, is harder to compare directly; it too
requires the computation of S as well as the Hamilto-
nian in the tangent subspace. This comes along with a
number of known issues including non-linear bias. On
the other hand it requires significantly fewer changes of
the parameter, albeit many more sweeps per parameter,
than techniques such as IT-SWO or SR and trade-offs
between these approaches is left as an important open
question particularly for highly non-linear architectures
where a linearization of the parameters is a poor approx-
imation.
A final approach worth comparing is imaginary time
WF Hidden Hidden Params
Layers Units 1d - 2d
FCNN 2 80 9800 - 11744
RBM 0 80 3320 - 5264
FC-RBM 2 80 16280 - 18224
Conv1D 5 16 filters (size 5) 5280 -
Conv2D 5 16 filters (5 by 5) - 26080
ResNet 1 + 2(2) 16 filters (size 5) 5280 - 25760
Multi-RBM 2 16 filters (5 by 5) 6640 - 10528
Multi-FCNN 2 80 19600 - 23488
P-BDG 1600 - 4096
MPS 4800 -
TABLE I. Parameters of architectures used in this work.
evolution in matrix-product states. Although there are
different variants of this approach, one technique mirrors
IT-SWO by generating the imaginary time-evolved wave-
function and then matching the MPS in the variational
manifold against it. This is analogous in many ways to
IT-SWO but restricted to the MPS variational class.
While we have compared IT-SWO to various other op-
timization schemes in this section, it should be remarked
that the SWO class of techniques spans significantly be-
yond imaginary time evolution. For example, one may be
able to find states closer to the ground state by using a
quicker to optimize but worse ansatz as an initial target
wave-function or using Lanczos steps.
IV. EXAMPLES
In this section, we construct and optimize via SWO
a variety of CGS (see IV) using Heisenberg models on
a 1D chain and a 2D square geometry (as is typical11
in such benchmarks, we explicitly remove the Marshall
sign rule). The ansatz architectures we consider in
the body of this paper include a generalized projected
BDG wave-function (P-BDG), restricted Boltzmann ma-
chine (RBM), multi-RBM, convolutional neural networks
(CNN), a fully connected neural network (FCNN), the
fully-connected RBM (FC-RBM), and a residual network
(ResNet). All of these architectures except for P-BDG
ansatz are capable of representing arbitrary quantum
states given enough variational parameters, but different
architecture design provides different convergence and
fixed-parameter representability properties. In sec. S1
we also show examples for matrix-product states. While
some of these networks have been previously used in vari-
ational studies, many of them have not previously been
used for representing wave-functions.
To build computational graphs, we follow the modular
design pattern, where elementary components are reused
in multiple architectures. We extensively use a ‘linear’
module to introduce variational parameters that repre-
sents a linear mapping from N dimensional input to M
dimensional output (see the yellow box in fig. I). The
other common form of linear transformations extensively
7FIG. 5. Energy per site as a function of training epoch (i.e. time evolution steps) for different variational ansatz during
SWO optimization on (left) 40 sites 1D Heisenberg model with periodic boundary conditions and (right) 64 site square lattice
Heisenberg model with periodic boundary conditions. Different architectures are optimized using the same hyper-parameters
except for ResNet which has a 10 times lower learning rate.
FIG. 6. CGS for additional architectures (not including the
RBM and multi-RBM in fig. I) considered in the main text
of this work for (top left) ResNet, (top right) projected BDG,
(bottom left) convolution networks, (bottom center) FFNN,
and (bottom right) FC-RBM. We also consider multi-FCNN
and matrix-product states in the supplement (see S1). The
graphs we use sometimes differ from those shown in technical
ways to avoid underflow (typically by taking logarithms and
then exponentiating later)
used in AI and Machine Learning fields is convolutions,
which can be interpreted as a linear transformation with
a particular weight sharing40,60. In addition to linear
transformation we apply nonlinear transformation such
as Selu, ReLU and ‘exp’, that act on inputs element-wise.
Reduction methods are used to collect contributions with
equal weights.
From combining these simple building blocks we are
able to build up the various ansatz mentioned above (see
fig. IV and fig. I). Here we point out some important as-
pects of these architectures. In our FCNN we alternate
linear and activation blocks using ReLU as our activa-
tion function for all but the final layer where we instead
use ‘exp’. While ReLU are standard for FCNN and other
variational fully connected neural network work has used
sigmoids61, the use of an exponential activation function
at the top is atypical and was selected based on the ob-
servation that the majority of ground state wave-function
amplitudes take near-zero values. Exponential activation
function provides a simple mechanism for learning this
distribution, compared to naive linear outputs where a
cancellation in the final output is necessary for an ex-
ponentially large number of input configurations. Our
FC-RBM and multi-RBM exemplifies how it is straight-
forward to combine architectures. In the FC-RBM we
insert a series of alternating linear and ReLU blocks be-
tween the input and the rest of the RBM making the
RBM architecture deeper. In the multi-RBM we sum two
RBM wave-functions in the spirit of multi-determinants.
In the CNN model, we use weight sharing to add trans-
lational invariance to our ansatz. ResNet expand around
the CNN model by including connections from previous
layers; such networks are designed to iteratively learn the
remaining error in the log of the wave-function. Both of
these architectures feature an exponential activation at
the end similarly to FCNN.
We have included (a superset of) projected BDG wave-
function to demonstrates flexibility of the computational
graph framework. Its computational graph consists of
the determinant of matrix A which is generated by tak-
ing a matrix M of n × n variational parameters which
are sliced and reshaped into a square n/2 × n/2 ma-
trix A ≡ M [{u}, {d}] where {u} ({d}) are the lists of
indices which specify the positions of the n/2 spin-up
(spin-down) electrons. Because we are using an arbitrary
matrix M which is not guaranteed to be symmetric this
8is, strictly speaking, a superset of projected BDG states.
The product structure of the wave-function, similar to
exponentials, provide an easy way of selecting the im-
portant configurations in the Hilbert space.
A. IT-SWO
In our IT-SWO optimization we use the same hyperpa-
rameters (except for ResNet) for all simulations to show
that one could do reasonably well over many architec-
tures without fine-tuning. We used learning rate of 0.001
(0.0001 for ResNet), β = 0.12, mini-batches of size 200
and 400 mini-batches per epoch. The optimization speed
can be considerably improved by tuning hyperparameters
and IT-SWO execution regime (see sec. S2 for details).
Because here we are doing imaginary time simulations, if
the ansatz are sufficiently expansive they should all fol-
low the imaginary-time trajectory. In practice, because
of the projection back into the variational manifold the
paths will be different. Note also the different architec-
tures start with different ‘random‘ initial conditions.
Figure III C shows numerical optimization of these var-
ious architectures (see Table I for details such as number
of layers and neurons per layer) for the one and two-
dimensional system. We find that IT-SWO is able to
successfully optimize all architectures reaching energies
close to the ground state in both Hamiltonians. While
we don’t want to put too much emphasis on which archi-
tectures is best given that the sizes aren’t directly compa-
rable and the hyperparameters aren’t individually opti-
mized, we can still make some general observations about
convergence to the ground state. In our benchmark we
see that the projected BDG and RBM are the slowest
converging, particularly from higher energy. Modifying
the RBM to be a FC-RBM achieves similar energies at
slightly lower epoch number. Both of these converge sig-
nificantly slower than the FCNN and CNN architectures.
B. Matching SWO
In addition to examples optimizing with IT-SWO, we
also show how to use SWO to match a wave-function
from an already optimized wave-function of a different
architecture. In particular, we first optimize a CNN ar-
chitecture and then train a FCNN ansatz using the CNN
as the superviser (see fig. 7). Notice training the FCNN
using the converged CNN is much more efficient then
training the FCNN directly via imaginary time evolu-
tion. This approach then has at least two potential ad-
vantages. First, as in this case, it might allow for more
efficient convergence to the ground state by starting off
with a quicker to optimize wave-function. Secondly, one
of the problems of optimization is local minima which
can be induced by an inability to represent intermediate
optimization states even if a more accurate final state is
FIG. 7. FCNN trained using IT-SWO (blue) and using a
pre-trained CNN (red). The pre-trained CNN has an energy
shown by the purple line. Training the FCNN with the CNN
supervisor converges significantly faster.
FIG. 8. Evaluation of CNN ansatz on different system sizes.
The weights on the wave-function are optimized by IT-SWO
on a 40 sites Heisenberg chain and then evaluated on various
system sizes using MCMC.
representable. By matching with a different architecture
it is potentially possible to overcome such problems.
C. System size agnostic architectures
Among the architectures considered in the previous
section, CNN and ResNet have the property that the
parameters are optimized for a finite size kernel which is
then applied over all the sites. This means it is straight-
forward to take a kernel which is optimized on one system
size and apply it to another system size using the same
kernel size and parameters. This allows us to see how
dependent the optimization is on system size.
Specifically, we optimize the CNN on a 40-site 1D
Heisenberg model and then consider the energy of this
CNN with fixed weights on a range of system sizes (see
fig 8). Interestingly, not only does the energy per site
remain consistently close to the true thermodynamic
ground state answer for larger system sizes, but for
smaller system sizes (N ≈ 20, 30) it also produces al-
most exact energies per site in spite of their relative far
distance from the energy of the larger systems. Note
9that these energies are all variational upper bounds for
the respective system sizes.
V. DISCUSSION
The primary contributions of this work are (1) the in-
troduction of a new class of variational wave-functions
computational graph states, that allow the flexible design
of wave-functions based on their computational architec-
ture and (2) the development of supervised wave-function
optimization (SWO), a new optimization scheme to op-
timize wave-functions. While these approaches can be
used separately there is non-trivial synergy in applying
them together.
In addition we have introduced a number of archi-
tectures for variational ansatz which haven’t previously
been considered, such as ResNet and multi-RBM, as well
as new variants of previously considered networks, that
show promising performance on our benchmarks. This
shows that, in spite of the current focus in the vari-
ational machine learning wave-functions community on
restricted Boltzmann machines, there are a plethora of
other architectures which achieve competitive results on
similar problems.
Of particular interest in this exploration is the discov-
ery that the CNN architecture can be optimized on a
single system size and give an efficient variational wave-
function over a wide range of other system sizes.
In the process of this study, we have devel-
oped an efficient code, CGS-VMC, (released at
[https://github.com/ClarkResearchGroup/cgs-vmc])
which implements SWO and the computational graph
framework. We anticipate it being useful to other
researchers exploring alternative architectures.
The success of the variational approach to quantum
mechanics depends on the representability of your varia-
tional ansatz and the optimization landscape under your
optimization procedure. We have now reached the point
in variational wave-functions where the class of ansatz
under consideration essentially encompasses all efficient
computer programs. It then behooves us to consider the
best way to represent such computations. Our answer
to this problem is to represent these states as a CGS. It
is interesting to note that the variational representation
of the full class of wave-functions which are efficient on
a quantum computer already plays an important role in
the quantum computing literature62.
The optimization landscape for CGS depends on both
a discrete choice of architecture as well as a continuous
optimization over the parameters within that architec-
ture. While we have not made progress on automating
this discrete choice in this work, we have developed a for-
malism and approach which allows for rapid prototyping
and exploration over many different architectures.
In the long run, we will want automatically optimize
over different CGS architectures and works in the ma-
chine learning community on automatic neural architec-
ture search63,64 suggests a starting point toward accom-
plishing this.
To make progress on the optimization of continuous
parameters, we have developed SWO. The goal of any
optimization technique is to find the state closest to the
ground state and their primary obstacles are problems of
local minima and slow convergence. IT-SWO is an effi-
cient, simple first order method but follows the imaginary
time propagator which is known to converge significantly
faster than standard stochastic gradient descent. Ad-
ditionally SWO naturally suggests a systematic way of
avoiding poor local minimas. In the case of IT-SWO we
can think of local minima as a phenomena arising from
inability to represent some intermediate states along the
imaginary time evolution trajectory. By training mul-
tiple architectures simultaneously, as long as one archi-
tecture can pass the barrier, it can serve as a supervisor
to other architectures, potentially more suitable for ap-
proximating the ground state. Alternatively, there may
be other ways of targeting better states which tunnel
through barriers. For example one might use a higher or-
der Lanczos step49, a different propagator which has the
ground state as a fixed point (such as
∏
eJSˆiSˆj for the
Heisenberg model), or a stochastic sample of the ground
state. Such alternatives may affect convergence speeds
as well.
The traditional cycle of developing new variational
ansatzs in the field of Variational Monte Carlo currently
involves significant work in implementing both the varia-
tional ansatz as well as all the derivatives with respect to
parameters greatly limiting the scope of models that are
being considered and the rate at which various atomic
and combined ansatz can be tested. Working directly
with CGS overcomes this; architectures can be changed
with minimal work and derivatives can be automatically
computed by automatic differentiation. Combined with
SWO, this approach allows for accelerated discovery of
optimal wave-function ansatz to the quantum many-body
problem.
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Supplementary
Material
S1. ADDITIONAL ARCHITECTURES
In addition to the ansatz mentioned in the main
text, we also construct computational graphs for matrix-
product states (MPS) and multi-FCNN. Results of
the optimization of matrix-product states is shown in
fig S1(top). In practice this is an inefficient way to op-
timize MPS compared against the density matrix renor-
malization group (DMRG) which is explicitly designed
for this variational ansatz. On the other hand, for prod-
uct ansatz such as Slater-MPS19 where DMRG is inap-
plicable, this may be an effective approach.
In the CGS representation sum architecture, such as
multi-FCNN, can be implemented by simple addition of
a sum node that combines contributions of individual
ansatzs. Results of optimization for multi-FCNN (shown
along with multi-RBM which is also in the main text)
are shown in figs. S1(bottom).
FIG. S1. SWO optimization of matrix product state with
bond dimension 10 on a 24 site Heisenberg chain (top) and
sums of wave-functions on a 40 site Heisenberg chain (bottom).
S2. OPTIMIZATION REGIMES
Here we show results of using IT-SWO as an optimiza-
tion method in different regimes. In fig. S2, we show
2energy traces as a function of number of epochs and wall
clock times.
FIG. S2. Energy per site of 24 site 1D Heisenberg model
shown both as a function of epochs and effective wall-clock
time for different number of steps per epoch. Here we mini-
mize the log-overlap48. Larger steps per epoch decrease total
number of epochs but can increase wall-clock time as each
epoch is slower. The optimal trade-off is likely problem spe-
cific and remains on open question.
FIG. S3. Optimization of CNN and FC architectures with
tuned hyperparameters on 40 site 1D Heisenberg model us-
ing LogOverlap ITSWO and adaptive gradient descent. In
this setting energy converges to -0.4436 within a 1000 epochs,
which takes only several hours on a single GPU enabled ma-
chine.
S3. FIDELITY MAXIMIZATION
SWO optimization is based on fidelity maximization.
In the main text we used minimization of L2(rr) as an
objective function. Here we show that fidelity error and
|rr|2 are the same to first order:
FIG. S4. Energy profiles as a function of number of epochs
for varying values of β. In all simulations the number of
batches is chosen such as to converge to the next target state
for all values of β. Optimization is performed on 24 sites 1D
Heisenberg model with periodic boundary conditions.
ferr = 1− 〈ψT |ψW 〉√|ψT |2|ψW |2 (S1)
= 1− 〈ψT |ψT + rr 〉√|ψT |2|ψT + rr|2 (S2)
=
√|ψT |2|ψT + rr|2 − |ψT |2 − 〈ψT | rr 〉√|ψT |2|ψT + rr|2 (S3)
=
|ψT |2
√
|ψT+rr|2
|ψT |2 − |ψT |2 − 〈ψT | rr 〉√|ψT |2|ψT + rr|2 (S4)
≈ |rr|
2
2|ψT |2 ∼ |rr|
2 (S5)
In addition we can show that minimization of L2(ψ−φ)
provides a good proxy for fidelity maximization even for
arbitrary wave-functions. We do that by showing that it
establishes an upper bound on the fidelity error and hence
its minimization acts as a contractive map. Assuming
that |φ| > |ψ| without loss of generality
3ferr = 1− 〈ψ |φ 〉√|ψ|2|φ|2 (S6)
=
√|ψ|2|φ|2 −∑
i
ψiφi√|ψ|2|φ|2 (S7)
≤
|φ|2 −∑
i
ψiφi√|ψ|2|φ|2 (S8)
=
∑
i
φiφi −
∑
i
ψiφi√|ψ|2|φ|2 (S9)
=
∑
i
φi(φi − ψi)√|ψ|2|φ|2 (S10)
≤
√∑
i
φ2i
√
(φi − ψi)2√|ψ|2|φ|2 (S11)
=
√L∈(φi − ψi)√|ψ|2 (S12)
Given
L∈(ψ˜ − φ˜) ≤  (S13)
by working with unnormalized wavefunctions with a scal-
ing factor that insures |ψ| > 1 we conclude
ferr ≤
√
 (S14)
Here on line S10 we used Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
An alternative approach to fidelity maximization48 is
to minimize the negative log overlap. In the limit where
|ψT 〉 is close to |ψW 〉 this approach is equivalent to mini-
mizing L2(rr). While working with L2(rr) provides an
estimate of the optimization process and can be directly
used to adaptively choose the number of steps per epoch,
minimization of − log(f) avoids the complications arising
from normalization. At large β and single step per epoch
the log-overlap IT-SWO matches adaptive SGD exactly
and does not have the β2 difference from the standard
approach to normalization.
S4. SWO SAMPLING
In this section we discuss alternative sampling methods
for SWO.
In the main text we described a procedure where
weighted L2(ψW − ψT ) is minimized on configurations
sampled from |ψW |2. This choice allows us to easily com-
pute energy expectation values and draw gradients from
largest wave-function amplitudes. This approach is very
similar to the traditional VMC optimization. While a
valuable approach, it is important to accurately clean up
small-amplitude configurations toward the end of the op-
timization and this is difficult when primarily sampling
large-amplitude states. One approach to tackle this prob-
lem is to sample configurations that are likely to provide
largest gradients, i.e. sample from |ψW−ψT |2. While this
approach theoretically provides clearer signal, in practice
our experiments using it did not successfully improve the
result. We believe this is because, while being a better
distribution to sample, standard Monte Carlo moves are
not effective at sampling from it.
S5. TENSORFLOW IMPLEMENTATION
In this work we have designed the entire optimiza-
tion process to fit into the framework of computational
graphs. The code developed as a part of this work,
CGS-VMC, is provided as an open source project on
Github (https://github.com/ClarkResearchGroup/cgs-
vmc). Here we note several aspects on the implemen-
tation.
Since the optimization phase of SWO is based on su-
pervised training it naturally fits into the machine learn-
ing framework. Other operations, such as Monte Carlo
sampling and system specific Markov chain updates were
implemented using existing primitives. For example, the
traditional exchange update of two spins in opposite con-
figurations is implemented through the process of scal-
ing of all spins by random amplitudes and swapping the
largest and smallest entries. Complexity of such opera-
tions can be further reduced by integrating custom im-
plementations into TensorFlow. Despite suboptimal im-
plementation of particular operations we find that most
of the computational resource are spent on the wave-
function evaluation.
Besides the flexibility of designing novel variational
architectures, building wave-function optimization code
around TensorFlow enables us to trivially utilize GPU
accelerators for optimization. This is a significant ad-
vantage: for comparison, a single optimization epoch of
a CNN model on 64 site square lattice takes on the or-
der of 30 minutes on CPU and only 1-2 minutes when
executed on GPU.
It’s worth mentioning that some variational wave-
functions allow efficient update formulas. In most cases
this is based on reuse of unaffected parts of computa-
tion (e.g. minors in the determinant evaluation). Incor-
porating such optimizations would further speed up our
framework, but was not prioritized as most of our ansatzs
involve multiple nonlinear transformations making such
updates inapplicable.
During traditional VMC optimization samples on
which gradients are evaluated are drawn from an equili-
brated Markov chain. To keep track of this stateful com-
ponent, we use non-trainable variables, which we itera-
tively update based on Metropolis-Hastings rule through-
out the optimization. This is reflected in the execution
schedule, where every training iteration is separated by
4Monte Carlo sweep.
S6. EVALUATION OF THE NORMALIZATION
CONSTANT
As mentioned in the main text, in the imaginary time
evolution instantiation of SWO we introduce a normal-
ization constantN = (1−2β〈E〉+β2〈E2〉)2 to account for
non-unitarity of 1−βHˆ. We can estimate this value dur-
ing training by computing expectation values of 〈E〉 and
〈E2〉. While this could be done independently, this quan-
tity can be readily estimated from 〈 c |ψW 〉 and 〈 c |ψT 〉
〈E〉 =
∑
c |ψW |2
〈 c | HˆψW 〉
〈 c |ψW 〉 (S15)
〈E2〉 =
∑
c
〈 c | HˆψW 〉〈 c | HˆψW 〉
〈 c |ψW 〉〈 c |ψW 〉 (S16)
(S17)
The quantity 〈 c | HˆψW 〉 is a part of the ψT . To re-
duce the variance of 〈E〉 and 〈E2〉 we maintain an expo-
nentially moving average of these quantities. For most
simulations we used decay rate of 0.999. While this ap-
proach produces normalization that is lagging behind by
one epoch, in our numerical experiments we have not ob-
served any significant adverse effects.
